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Program Policy Division 
Radio Liberty 

I 'l APR 1970 

BROADCAST POSITION STATEMENT 

THE NATIONALITY QUESTION 

Aestimpti'Ons 

17 April 1970 

W6rli:t•JWar I began the disintegration of the empires of the Western 
world and World War. II 9 to all intents and purpoees 9 brought them to a~· 

·endp excluding only the Russian empire. The '°national question" in the 
USSR aris~ic i direo·t;ly from the faot that the Soviet government whioh took 
power ift~1917·was able to extend its oontrol over virtuall~ all the terri
tories; whl!oh••had formerly belonged to the Russian empire. While nearly 
all the··piebples which we:t'e formerly ruled by Greet Britain, Franoe, Germany, 
Italy 9 the 'US and other powerr:i have been able to exer.cise their right of. 
national ~•it-determination (in most cases choo~ing independence), the 
peQplesfo.fl;the former Russian· empire continue to be·ruled by the CPSU 
leadership as part of the USSR 's "mul ti-nati~mal eta ten, whioh even 
extended'·ithe areee under its control through reincorporation of the :Bal tio 
States and other Western territories during World War II. The·arbitrary 
imposition of Soviet ru.le 9 then, is the origi~ of the "national quest16n~ 
which the Soviet government attempts to obfusoate by pr.oviding .the various 
:repu.blics"o.r the USSR with the formal trappings of self-rule. Appearances 
sometimes decelve foreign observers and even some o:t those ruled under this 
eyetem 9 but the "national question" oontinu.es to. exist half a oentu,ry after 
tha establishment of Soviet power because the reality .is otherwiseo The 
non-Russian peoples of the Soviet Union are aware that they and their nomi
nal leaders (who occupy key positions ae the hand-piciked appointees of the 
Mosoow-baaedregime) oanriot deoide any significant polj,tioel, eoonomio 9 
oul t1.1ral 9 and social ques'tions in their own areas. · 

The ''national question" does not change in its essentials but is 
rendered more complex by the multiplicity of peoples· and language~ whioh 
exist in the USSR. The inter-relationships of these peoples, the different 
types of·national self-awareness, awareness of other nationalities, and. the 
frequen* .. marked diapari ty of national aspiration, national aohievement and 
manner · · ach:i.evement form a grqup of oomplex variables whioh baffle theore-
'tioians · · haide and outside the Soviet Uniono · 

Fluctuations in party polioies and ideological Weltansohauung pave 
prevented official theoreticians in the postwar Soviet Union from formulating 
precise definitions of national oharaoteristica 9 and ambiguities in the: ad
ministration and structure of the national territories have made the reso
lution· of such questions still more difficult. The controversy over the 
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defihition of a nation has not· yet been r~solved in Soviet liter~turep 
nor is there any clear understanding of lesser unitsp such as narod.nost' 
(a smaller nation) and tribe. Not all nations possess Union Republics 
and not all narodnost/S possess national territories o For the purpose ' 41' 
of this paper it has been assumed that the nations of the Soviet Union 
are of different aizes 9 speak different languages 9 occupy different 
territories with ~different productive capacities 9 and stem from different 
traditions whichp in their turnp migh_t yield ~ifferent aspiraticins in the 
future. 

Despite these undoubted complexities P the nna tional question" in the 
USSR is the question of national self-determination. Official Soviet 
spokesmen hold that the "national question" does not exist because the USSR 
is a federal state and the Union Republics are self-go•erriing and posse•d 
the right. (which 9 by their own choice 9 they do not exercise) to secede '' 
from· the USSR. However 9 as already suggested above, the non=Russian 
peoples of the USSR know very well the. extent to which they are self
governing and do not deceive themselves ahout the possibility of any 
Union·Republic actually exercising its right to secede as long as a 
strong centralized government remains in Moscowo 

The right of national self-determination is 9 however 9 by no means 
restricted to the question of secession9 its most visible and dramatic 
form of expression. The broader aspects of self-determination are in
timately linked with the exercise of democratic rights which permit· 
individuals and groups to govern themselves 9 to determine their own 
destinies and to enjoy maxim~m opportunit~es for self-development and 
self-expression. In these respects all peoples of the Soviet Union 9 

including Russians 9 suffer denial of their rights by the arbitraryp 
centralized regime with power concentrated in the hands of a few leaders. 
While any opportunity to exercise the right of secession appears· extremely 
remote at the.present time 9 there are recognizable indica'tions that mem= 
hers of various nationalities ~re pressing for extension' of national 
rights in more immediate areas. In the foreseeable future 9 any progress 
toward the realization of national rights would probably take place in 
the coptext of a limited extension of nationai control over p6liticalp 
economic P cultural or social questions in their own areas 9 . o·r ·of gradual 
moves toward decentralization and recognition of democratic rights in 
the USSR as a wholeo · 

•,··,. 

Up to the present day the "national question" 9 for the reasons 
stated above 9 has no official status in the Soviet Union. Since the 
question has been driven underground, the only surface manifestations 
of the struggJ,e for national self-determination which attract thee.notice 
Of the Soviet press arid Official spokesmen itivol ve 'So;..called "n~tional. 
deviations" and' localism(mestnichestvo) 9 against which periodic campaigns 
ar~ waged ~nd for which national leaders are dismissed from time to time. 
Other manifestations of a similar nature are to be found in esoteric dis
cussions among th~ national intelligentsi~s and in Soviet academic litera
tureo Such discussions often revolve around theoretical concepts like 
that of the "single stream" (yediniy potok), corivergence 9 internationa.lism 
and rapprochement (sblizheniye) and are usually expressed in Aesopian 
language comprehensible only to the initiatedo 
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The Soviet leadership is of course well aware of the "natiortai 
questi.on" and obv.iously hopes that it can be eliminated once and for 
all by or.eating a Russian-speaking Soviet man whose only traditions are 
Soviet and whose religion is Communism 9 whose patriotism is exclusively 
directed to thB Soviet state 9 and whose homeland is a single expanse of 
Soviet territory. Consequently th~ leadership promotes the u~e of the 
Russian language at the expense of all other languages and seeks to 
russify the other peoples in every possible way in order to destroy 

·their own national culture and traditions on the way to creation of 
one Soviet nation. 

Al though this seems to offer a privileged posit i.on to the Russian 
people 9 it would be a mistake.to conclude that all or even most Eussians 
are 9 there.forep prepared to accept the suppression of other national 
groups within the USSR. Thoughtful Russians 9 in particu.lar 9 are aware 
that their own language· and. culture are simply being 1.ised as ideologioal 
in.strumenta by the CPSU v and they sense that their own freedom from Party 
control is intimately linked to that of other national groups. Many 
Russi.an intellectuals reject the Soviet solution of the "national question" 
and a few have already aligned thems.elves openly on the side of the national 
minorities 9 · particularly those like the Crimean Tatars·who have been exiled 
from their homeland. 

It is possi.ble 9 even probable 9 that unremitting grassroots pressure 
under the leadership of a national intelligentsia and with the support of 
the Russian intelligentsia m1ist ultimately force Open discussion of national 
and nationality questions among the CPSU hie:rarchyo At the same time 9 it 
should not. be assumed that these stresses and strains cannot be resolved 
equitably within a Marxist or ,.POSt=Marxist structure if this is desired by 
the people 9 provided Russi.an ~hauvinism in the party and state apparatus · lo"' ,...i.t.C. 
is curtailed and abandoned. · (~ 

Objecti'VeA 

1. RVs basic objective. is to propagate the· conviction that all 
peoples of the Soviet Union should enjoy the right to be self~ 
governing. Ultimately they should have an oppo.,.tunity' to exer~ 
oise their democratic right of unhampered 9 free self-determination.. 

-through some form of democratic electoral procedure. 

2. RL 0 s immediate objective is to convince listeners that in order to 
achieve .full !Self-determination it is first necessary to work toward 
limited goals which can be achieved more immediately.· RL seeks to 
persuade li.steners to work for more immediate goals by suggesting 
ar~a~ in which inequalities could be righted 9 national control 
extended and national and individual rights respected 9 discussing 
various possible solutions to these problemso 

3. Radio Liberty. seeks to develop in all national groupings -:>f the 
USSR a recognition of the common cause which all share in seeking 
individual rights P li be:rt].~.rn and sel.f =government in opposition to 
the authori.ta~:·iau regime. We strive to promote mutual cooperation 
among all nationalities each in its own best interests and for the' 
g~eater good of all against the centralized regime. 
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Implementation 

·While bringing out the ultimate need for full self-determinationp 
Radio Liberty does not take any position as to what the future political 
or social order of any nationality within the present boundaries of the 
USSR should be 0 and makes it clea~ to the audience that the relationships 
of the peoples of the USSR should be determined by their~ free choioeo ; 

However 9 the main emphasis of programming output .is on making listeners 
aware of their inore · immed.ia te choices P stimulating them to explore means of · 
improving their present situation by extending their exercise of national 
and individual rightso Specificallyp RL concentrates on bringing to the 
attenti6n of listeners opportunities for progress in immediate situations 
and providing information which might be useful to them in seeking solutions& 

a. Party and state struotureg 

(1) RL stresses that national equality within the CPSU will 
only be attained when due recognition is given to the · 
national. rights of' its component parts in national, admini
strative subdivisions and to the fact that national party 
leaders should be responsible first to their own consti.tuent~ 
Programming should lead the listener to consider specific 
aspects of this problem and means for correcting themo 

(2) RL points up the need to clarify ambiguities existing in 
administrative~budgetary questions between the center 9 the 
Union Republics and Autonomous Republicso 

(3) · RL questions the subordination of many branches of administra= 
tion to All-Union ministries rather than Union Republican 
ministries (e.g. education) and emphasizes the benefits to 
be gained from a reversal of this trendo 

b. Economic structure8 

(4) RLas primary conc~rn in economic aspects of the "national 
question" is to emphasize each nationality's right to self= 
government 9 to control its own economic affairs. We avoid 
becoming embroiled in the complex 9 and secondary 9 argument 
as to whether central control by the CPSU constitutes ec6-
nomic exploitationp or whether Soviet claims that it has 
forwarded national economic development are genuine or spurious. 

(5) Similarlyp in regard to po~ulation movement and the impprtation 
of cadresp RLemphasizes tne need to give each nationality the 
opportunity to strengthen and develop its own cadres 9 in the 
best economic interests of both the USSR and the region con= 
cer~edo RL discuss~s the importa~ion of ca~res in specific 

·terms related to both the economic and political needs of the 
areap and points up instances where such actions ,can or do 
bring about defects in and alienation of national cadres 9 

emphasizing the need for each nationality to determine for 
itself when acute labor shortages Or t'he need for·skilled 
personnel requires the importation· of cadreso 
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c" Cultures 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

RL shows that 9 while political and economic considers=· 
tions are more complicated~ cultural autonomy is a re= 
ali~able and realistic aspiration of the Soviet nations 
and nationalities in present circumstanoes 9 assumin~ 
only the Soviet government's readiness to promote good 
will among all peoples of the USSR and ~o abandon ossi
fied~' clearly unrealistic 9• ideological positions o 

RL also emphasizes ihat the study of the cultural heritage 
of each people should not be impeded by arbitrary restric
.tions stemming from rigidly orthodox interpretations of 
ide.ology 9 and that cultural relations with other countries 9 
including those outside the ~socialist bloc~ 9 should be 
permitted to expando These will enable a healthy inter= 
nationalism to develop and help all the peoples of the 
USSR to f,ichi.eve a cultural identity in the eyes of the 
outside world. 

Since ,language is the most important medium by which 
national cultures developp RL supports the aspirations 
of-the .various Soviet peoples for f~ee and natural 
development of their native languagesp recognizing at 
the same time that in present conditions the Russian 
language does provide a lingua franca for some purposeso 

d. Educationg 

(9) H.L stimulates concern .for a development of education 
which permits full development of national cultures 
within the scope of their potentialitieso Changes 
leading to the establishment of more direct control 
over education by national administrationsp rather 

Treatment 

than by central authorities in Mosoowp would be 
desirable since it would facilitate indigenous develop= 
ment of both national languages and cultural traditionso 

Radio Liberty's treatment of the subject is seriousp calm· and dignified. 
We a void highly emotional and colored presentations 9, as well as sarcasm and 
invective~ and are not frivolous or petty• RL endeavors to present facts and 
information without the same kind of distortion of st.atistics and other data 
indulged in by Soviet media 9 and to stimulate thought on the part of listen= 
era by analysis which ends with questions.rather than ready=made conclusions. 

The most important audience consists of party and governmental func~ 
tionaries at all levels and in all regions of the Soviet Uniono Seoondlyp 
the national intelligentsias (scienti.f'ic and technicalp as well as cultural) 
form a~~extremely receptive targeto The rural population would have a v 
lower priority due to its relative impotence in comparison with the other 
two groupeo 
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Promoting the sense of common cause and mutual cooperation 
among nationalitiesp RL strivea to nurture and develop healthy national
ist feelings which recognize the democratic rights of all 0 and to stress 
the humanistic potentialities of nationalism while discouraging its 
che.u.vinistic 9 paranoid or arrogant forms. Radio Liberty recognizes that 
all the peoples of the present USSR will have to develop forms of coopera
tion with one another long after they have succeeded in modifying the 
Sovi~t s7stem 0 and it is essential now and in the future for the welfare 
of a 11 these peoples that their mutual relations be founded on a basis 
of eq~al.ity 11 mutual respect and toleranoe 9 and mutual recognition of 
the :t'ights of all to indiv'idual liberties and national self-determination. 
Thllf!.'~f.o:re 9 Radio Liberty avoids. stimulating enmity among any nationality 
to~a:t::"d.a any othero 

In implementing this effort to promote mutua,1 ooopera ti on it ~s 
esse11tial that programming should be consistent in all languages, and 
that all sn·viaes make heavy ui;ie of cross-reporting developments affect
ing the exercise of national rights by other nationalities. It should be 
noted that some 9 perhaps many~ non=Russians listen to RL's Russian Service •. 
A majo:t objective for these broadcasts is to inform the russified audience 
of the significance of its owri _national role and to help it to retain 9 or . 
develop 9 national self-awareness and national prid• 9 while'the Russian 
audience should be reminded·of the importance of other cultures and.their 
rights to exist on a basis of equality with its own. 
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